SIEMENS 301 MW SGT 800
SIMPLE CYCLE GAS POWER PLANT
We Offer: 301 MW SGT-800 Power Plant Brand New
Very competitive price on Request

301 MW 2014 SGT-800 Simple Cycle Natural Gas Generators.

50 Hz.
Year of Manufacture 2014
- Based on 7 x SGT-800 producing 43MW each
- H-class, 60% efficiency in combined cycle operation
- Short start-up time and partial-load capability
- Improved turndown capability for high efficiency and lower emissions in partial-load operation
- Lower maintenance and operating costs through design as air-cooled gas turbine
- Modern materials for increasing the firing and exhaust temperature
- Enhanced sealing system to minimize cooling air loss
- O&M EPC services offered
- OEM available upon request
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